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AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF FOUR NACA AIRFOIL

S2WTIONS DESIGNED FOR HELICOPTER ROTOR BLADES

By Louis S. Stlvms, Jr. and Fred J. Rice, JP.

SUMMARY

Four NACA airfril secti?ms, the NACA 7-H-12, 8-H-12,
9-H-12, and 1O-H-12, suitable for use as rotor-blade
sections for helicopters and other rotary-wing aircraft
have been derived and tested. These airfoil sections
have comparatively low drags in the range of lew end
moderate llfts snd small pitching ~Loments th&t are nearly
censtant up to maximum lift. The undesirable adverse
changes in aerodynamic characteristics at h@her lifts
and the undue sensitivity to rou@ness, which were found
for the au?foil sections reported in NACA CB No. 3113,
are minimized for the airfoil sections presented. A COlll-

parison of calculated profile-drag losses for a roter
successivel~ incorporating the :7ACA3-H-13.5 (reported
in NACA CB No. 3115) ~d the 8-H-12 airfoil sactlons
showed that the NACA ~-H-12 had smaller profile-drag
losses in nearly every nparating condition prasanted.
l?rGIII aerodynamic considerations, the NAcA 8-H-12 and
9-H-12 airfoil sactions appeared more promising fm usa
as r~tnr-blade sections than any othar airfoils thus far
tested at the NACA laboratories.

INTRODUCTION

The desirable aerodynamic characteristics of airfoil
sections suitable for use as rotor-blade sections are:
(1) nearly zero pitching moments, (2) low drags through-
out the range of’lcw and moderate lifts, and (3) moderate
drags at hi~ lifts. With these chsxacteristlcs in mind
several rotcr-blade sections were derived with special
emphasis on obtalni.nghigh lift-drag ratios. Thesa air-
foils, data for which are presented in reference 1, had
maximum lift-drag ratios nearly twice as large as those of’
the NACA 2~0-smies airfcils at the same Reynolds number.
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TheY showed, however, some undesir&ble
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characteristics:
na~ly, sensitivity to roughness and abrupt adverse changes
in drag, lift-curve slope, and pitching moment in the
vicinity of the high-lift end of the range of low drags.

The purpose of the present work is to extend the
previous investigation aridto derive additional airfoil
sections designed to minimize the undesirable character- .
istics of tha previously tested ‘ai’rfoils. The tests of
these additional airfoils were made in the Langley two-
dimensionel low-turbulence tunnel (LTT ).

w the use of the procedure given in reference 2,
profile-drag losses have been calculated for a typical
helicopter rotor operating h var~ous ‘flight conditions
and successively incorporating the airfoil sections
developed in the present investigation. These calcu-
lations nermit the evaluation of the relbtive c)ro~ile-
drag
foil

a.

c

cd

c~

cl~

losses associated with the use of the ver~ous air-
sections.

.

SYMBOLS

section angle of attack

chord

section drag coefficierit

section lift coefficient

design section lift coefficient

(et/cd)m=
Cr-a.c.

c~c~

hp

IIo

Mcr

maxtium lift-drag ratio

mcxmnt coefficient about

w.omsnt coefficient about
point

horsepower

aerodynamic center

the quarte~-chond

frae-stresm total pressure

critical Mach number
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L

i.
L . R

..
s

t/c

x

Y

P’

local static preesure on%irfoil surface
. . . .
free-s_tr_6amdynamic pressure

A.

Reynolds number

(

H - P)
pressure coefficient ~ -

% /’ “
atrfoll.thickness ratio

. . .

distance along dhord from leading edge

distance perpend’lcular”to chord

tip-speed ratio (%9 “ “

The follcwing symbols are used only in tables VI,
VII, and VIII:

v forward speed

w/s rotor disk loading, pounds per square foot

f parasite-drag ares, squera feet

L2R speed of axial flow through rotor disk
(positive upward)

n rotor angular velocity, radians per second

R rotor blade radius

a angle of’attack of rotor disk

o solidity; ratio of total blade area to swept-
dlsk area

o pitch angle of blade element, degrees

el difference between hub amd tip pitch angles,
degrees (positive when tip angle is
greater)

.

.
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DERIVATION AND TESTS

In the derivation of the four airfoil sections tested
in this investigation several basic thickness distribu-
tions having a maximum thickness of 0.12c were empleyed.
The NAOA 7-H-12 airfoil section has an NMA 0012 thickness
distribution, the NACA 8-H-12 and 9-H-12 airfoil sectionq
have thickness distributions that have their minimum
pressure at 0.3c at zero lift, and the NACA 1O-H-12 air-
foil section has a thiclmess distribution that has its
minimum pressure at cO.~c at zero lift. The mem lines of
these four airfoil sections were designed so that small
pitching moments and extensive favorable pressure gradients
along the lower surfaces were produced. In the designa-
tion of these airfoils the first number is a serial num-
ber, the H indicates that the airfoil has been designed
for use on helicopters and other rotating-wing aircraft,
and the last two digits designate the thickness in percent
of the chord. Ordinates for these airfoil sections are
given in tables I to IV.

The mmdels, constructed -f mahogany laminated in the
chordw~.se dlrectien, had a chord of 24 inches and a span

of 35* Inches. In prepwation for the tests the surfaces

of the models were sanded in a chordwise direction with
No. ).+00 Carborundum paper in ordsr to obtain aerodynami-
cally smooth surfaces. Sach model was tested in the
Langiey two-dimensional low-turbulence tunnel. This wind
tunnel has a closed throat with a rectangular test sec-

tion 3 feet wide and 7* feet high and is designed to test
r.odels completely spanning the width of the tunnel in
two-dimensional flnw. The low-turbulence level amounts
to mly a few hundredths of 1 percent and is achieved
by the large contraction ratio (apprcx. 20 te 1) and by
the introduction of a number of fine-wire small-mesh
turbulence-reducing screens in the widest part @f the
entrance cone. The maximum speed of this wind tunnel is
approximately 155 miles per hour.

The lift and pitching moments were obtained frsm
balance readings; the drags were obtained f’rommeasure-
ments of pressures in the wake. The pressure-distribution
measurements were obtelned by the use of a static-pressure
tube placed at convenient positiens along the airfoil
surface. The roughness, applied along the span to the
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leading edge of the models, consisted of a l-inch-wide
strip of Carborundum-covered’ ce.l-lulosetape. This rough-
ness was sufficient to cause transition virtually at”the
leading edge. Lift, drag, and pitching-moment d ta were
obtained at Reynolds numbers of 1.8 “and 2.6 x 10t for .
each of the models in the smooth and rough conditions.
Pressure-distribution measurements were made for each
airfoil at an angle of attack corresponding approximately
to the design lift coefficient.

All pitching moments were obtained in the tunnel
about the quarter-chord position and were trsnsferqed to
the aerodynamic center. Only the pitching moments about
the aerodynamic center are presented. The lift, drag,
and pitching-moment data have been corrected for tunnel-
wall interference by factors that include corrections
due to the shape, size, and the effect upen the velocity
measured by fixed static-pressure orifices in the tunnel
walls of the airfcil model mounted in the tunnel. For
the airfoils of tke present report the corrections reduce
to the following form, in which the primed quantities
refer to the values measured in the tunnel:

NACA 7-H-12, 8-H-12, and I NACA 1O-H-12 airfoil
9-H-12 Firfoll sections section

Cz = o.y77czt I Cz = W978CZ’

=0 = 1.015ao~
I

‘O = 1.015aot

c%~= 0a992cm = 0.993Cm
c/l+f c~c/)+ c/1+’

cd = 0a992cdf cd = Osqqzcdt

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the tests of the NACA 7-H-12, 8-H-12,
9-H-1~~ ad 1O-H-12 airfoil sections are presented in
figures 1 to ~, respectively. Each figure is divided
into two parts: the first part presents the lift, drag,
and pitching-moment data and the second part presents
the pressure distribution dbtained at approximately the
design lift coefficient.
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All the pitching moments about the aerodynamic cen@s?
for the airfoils of this report are essentially constant
up to maximum lift and show no breaks in the curves as
were shown for some of the airfoils of reference 1. The
data show that the NAcA 7-H-12 and 8-H-12 airfoil sections
(figs. l(a) and 2(a)) have pitchinu moments that are nearly
zero throughout an extensive lift range. The NACA 9-H-12
and lC)-H-12 airfoil sections (figs. 3(a) and ~(a)) have
small negative pitching moments up to the stall. The
addition of rouglmess on the leading edge of each of the
airfoil sections has very little eff’ect on the magnitude
of the pitching moments except in the region of maximum
lift.

A comparison of’the maximum lifts of the alr~oils of
this investigation with those of the NAcA 0u12 and 2301
airfoil sections (1.j6 at a Reynolds number of 2.5 x laz

for the NACA 0012 irfoil section and 1.6 at a Reynolds
number of 3.0 x 10t for the l~AcA23012 airfoil section)
shows that the maximum lifts for the airfoils of the
present report are slightly lower than for the NACA 00Z2
airfoil section and materially lower than for the
NACA 23012 airfoil section at the same Reynolds number.
The lift curves for the alrfo~.1ssctiens investigated
herein, however, ere more rounded near the peak, es~ecidl.ly
for the NAcA 6-H-12 and 9-H-12 airfoils where high lifts
are maintained over a considerable range of an@es both
in the smmoth and rough conditions. In the rough cundi-
tion the maximum lifts of each oi the four airf’oilsreduce
to essentially the same value (1.13). Data for other air- ‘
foil sections at approximately the same Reynolds number ‘
indicate a similar value of maximum lift for most airfoil
sections with. leaiing-edge roughness. There 1s no measur-
able change in llft due to roughmess at the small angles
of attack.

The minimum drags of’the NAOA 8-H-12, 9-H-12, and “
10-3-12 airfoil sections correspond very closely to the
minimum drags of airfoil sections for which tha thickness’
dlgtributions h&ve their minimum pressure at 0.5c at
zero lift. The aforementioned airfoils of the present
report also show a definite range of lifts for low drags.
For the NACA 7-H-12 airfoil section (having an NACA 0012
thickness distribution) the minimum drag is somewhat
higher than for the other three airfoils but is less than
that expected of the NAOA 23012 or 0012 airfoil sections
at the same Reynolds number.
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The drags for each of the airfoi@ of’the present

L
report increase rapidly at high lifts, but this.increase

-..

I

is much ”-mn~ler.-thanthat of-the NAOA 3-H-13.5 airfoil
section reported in reference 1. The addition of rough-

.- ness on the leading edge results in an increase in drag,
for the four airfoils, similar to th&t found for other
airfoil sections.

{.
!

I A summar” of the important characteristics of the
1. NACA 7-Hr12, i-H-12, 9-H-12, and 10-H712 airfoil sections

is given In table V In which the aerodynamic character- .
lstics are presented for a Reynolds number of 2.6 x 106.
Data for the NACA 3-H-13.

3
airfoil section, as obtained

from table II and figure of refere~ce 1, have been
included for comparison. ‘ .

Although the flow conditions over En airfoil section
mounted rigidly In the wind tunnel are different from
those over a section of a rotor blade in operation, the
section characteristics measured In the wind tunnel,

# particularly for low and moderate angles of attack, are
.. not expected to be very d’iffe”rehtfrom those exhibited

by the rotor-blade section. Because the greatest part
of the profile-drag losses occurs while the blades are
operating in the region of low to moderate angles of
attack, less accuracy i3 required for calculations fit
the hi,jher angles of attack. It is therefore concluded
that relatlve merits of rotor-blade sections may be
evaluated from ainfoil section data. The relative merit
of a particular airfoil section depends l{mgely on the
operating conditions and the design of the rotor. In
reference 2 rotor characteristics and fllght conditions
thab were believed typical were.assumed, and weighting
factors were obtained for each condition to permit the
rotor-blade profile-drag loss to be calculated. Table .VI
presents these assumed rotor characteristics and fllght
conditions for the sample helicopter. Ey the use of the
welghtlng factor”s the profile-drag losses were calculated
for a rotor that successively incorporated the NACA7-H42,
8-H-12, 9-H-12, and 1O-H-12 airfoil sections in the smooth
and rough conditions. For comparison, calculations were
also made of the rotor-blade profile-drag lasses of a
rotor incorporating an NACA 25012 airfoil section in the
smooth condition. Drag data for each airfoil were incom-
plete at nigh angles of attack and a method given in
reference 2 was used to extend these data. The rotcr-
blade profile-drag losses were-calculated for several

,.
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flight conditions and
the ef’feetof loading

the results
in hovering
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given in table VI1 show
and in forward flight

and the effec-tof ti~-speed ratl;.

A comparison of the values given in table VII for
the smooth airfoil tndicates that the NACA 8-H-12 and
9-ii-12 airfoil sections have, in general, the least
proi’lle-drag losses for the fright conditions presented.
For a particular disk loading or tip-speed ratia a choice
of one of the other Mrfoil sections might be indicated.
At very high pitch settings in hovering flight (condi-
tion 3) and the high tip-speed ratio (V = 0.3, condi-
tion 6) the NACA 2301Z? airfoil section has the least
profile-drag losses. In these conditions, sections of
the rotor ere operating at higk angles of attack where
the NAcA 2301Z airfoil section has lowar drags than the
airfoils prese~ted yler~~nj which accounts for the lower

profile-drag losses. For the airfoils of this report in
the rough condition, the values of profile-drag loss

. .

differ very little. In either the smooth or rough sur-
face condition, the airfoil sections having, in general,
the least proi’ile-drag losses for the oflerating condi-
tions presented herein are the N.K!-\8-11-12 and 9-H-12
sections. Preference, however, would prcbably be given
the N40A 8-H-12 airfoil sectl.onbecauas it has a smaller
pitchin~;-moaent coefficient about the aerodynamic center
(0.005) thsm the NAOA 9-H-12 airfoil section (-0.012).

In order tr prcvide a comparison of the calculations .
of rotor-blade profile-drag loss given in this report
with similar calculations for the moat promising airfoil
section of reference 1, data for the HACA 8-H-12 and
3-H-15=5 ~irfoil sections in the smooth condition are
presentad in table VIII. Ths vslues for the NACA 3-H-13.5
airfoil section.we~’e obtainad from tabie I of reference 1.
The NACA 3-H-13.5 airfoil sactlon had the larger value of
maximum llft-tr~g ratio (see teble V), but the profile-
d~ag losses i’crthe NACA 8-H-12 airfoil section are less
in every condition presented except for the disk loadings
QL’3.33 and 2.5 in hovering fli@lt (conditions 2 and 4).
The.magnitude of the l~ft-drag ratio in itself therefore
is net a reliable indication as to the relative merit of
airfoil sections intended for use in rotor blades. The
NACA 8-H-12 airfoil sgction shows a large reduction in
profile-dred loss as compmed witil that of the NAOA ~-1~5
airfoil section at the highest pitch setting in hovering
flight (condition 3). Large reductions are dlso shown

—. ,,,, ,,
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at the hi&h disk loading in cruising flight ‘(condition 8).
A. and .at high. spaed (condition 6).. These reductions were

[

made possible by the lower drags at the high angles of
attack.

\
The weighting curves of reference 2 provide not only

a means for the calculation of the rotor-blade proftle-
drag loss but also a direct Indicaticm as to the relative
importance of reglnns of the drag of a retor airfoil
section. For the assumed conditions these weighting
curves indicate that for hevering with a rotor-blade
pitch angle tifapproximately 6° to 10° and for low for-
ward speeds, the region ef’section drag.coefficients
cerrespondlng ta CL = 0.2 to 0.6 has the greatest effect
Upnn the magnitude of the rotor profile-drag 1-ss. Fnr
high disk loadings in hnvering and low farward speeds and
for high forward speeds St normal or high disk loadings,
the same region of’drags still has the greatest effect, ‘
but the drags at high lifts are alse prominent In affecting
the magnitude of’the prefile-drag lPSS.

CONCLUDING lW1flJRKS

The NACA 7-H-12, 8-H-12, 9-H-12, and 1O-E-I2 airfoil
sections, derived for use as rotor-blade sectinns @f
rmtary-wing edrcraft, have been tested in the Langley
twe-dimensional lew-tu.rbulence tunnel. These airfeil
sections had comparatively lcw drags in the range @f lQW
and moderate llfts and nearly c~nstant pitching moments
up to maximum lift and the aerodynamic characteristics
were not unduly sensitive to roughness. The NACA 8-H-12,-
9-H-12, -d 1O-H-12 airfoil sections had a definite range
ef lifts for low drags and had minimum drags corresponding
closely te the minimum drags of airfoil sections for
which the thickness distributions have their minimum
pressure at 0.5c at zerm lift. From a comparison of the
calculated profile-drag lesses of & typical helicopter
rotor successlvel

E
incorpor~ting the airfoils of this

report, the NACA -H-12 and 9-H-12 airfoil sections had,
in general, the least l~sses in the operating conditions
presanted. The NACA 8-H-12 airfoil section, having the
smaller pitching moments, would probably receive prefer-
ence as a rotor-blade section. Compared with the
NACA 3-H-13.5 airfoil section reported in NACA CB
No. 3113, the NACA 8-H-12 airfoil showed smaller profile-
drag lasses in nearly every operating condltlon presented.
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.From aerodynamic considerations the NACA 8:%12 and
9-H-12 airfoil sections appeared more promising for use
as rotor-blade sections than any other airfoils thus far
tested at the NACA laboratories.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Cmmittee for Aeronautics

Lsngley Field, Va.
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TASIE II.- 0RDINAlw3 FOR /

NACA 8-H-12 URFOIL sECmON
TAHLE I.- ORDINATES FOR

NACA 7-H-12 AIRFOIL SECTION

[Stations and ordinates given in
percent of aizf.ailchord]

[Stations and ordinates given in
percent 9f alrfoll chord]

Upper SurfaceLower surrace Lower SurfaceUpper Surface

Ordlnat

-$!.232
-1.576
-1.952
-2.173
-2.322
-2. 4

1?-2. 52

::q

-2:85
-2.7 8

8-2.5 0
-2.193
-1.4 0

f?;.9 9

7Ordinat{3tat10n

o

-i&i
-7..41
-L73 i’

::p
L

-2: 51
.$

:: .4;;.
-2.l+90

!4a?
-2.436
-2.377
-2.290
-2.178
-2.034
-1.860

::::!?
-1.051
-.629
0

L-= radlu~ : 1.%
Slope of radlus through L.S.f 0.443

L.E. radius: 1.325
31OPO of radius through L.E.: 0.34.4

‘lM3LEIII.- OROINA’IESFOR
NACA 9-H-12 AIRFOIL SNCTION

TASLN Iv.- ORCINA’IESFOR
NACA 10-H-12 AIRFOIL SECTtON

[Station. and ordinate. given in
percent of alrfoll chord]

[Stations and ordinates given in
percent of airfoil chord]

Upper Surface Lower Surface Upper Surface Lower Surface

Ration Ordlnat rdlnate!tatlon rdinate

o
1.238
1.537
2.037
{:g+

q!?

8:9?;
9.599

;;$-

8. 59.
8.1o7

q

2:52;
~.;:2

1:34

::%
o

;tation

. ,,

YI

,\,&‘
-(21-+’

L-E. radius: 1.325
310pe of radius thrm~ L.E.$ 0.378

;.E. radltus 1.00C
)lope of radius through L.E.t 0.301

K4nwlNIVNORY
COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUllCS
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AIRFOILTABLE v ● - SECTION CHARACTERISTICS

L‘R = 2.6 x 1061
-1

\

NACA airfoil
sectior

8-H-127-H-12 9-H-12 1O-H-12
Section
character stics

(cZ\Cd)m= 106

------

0.0055

U-9

-0.022

2.0043

163

0.003

0.0050

135
——

o.oo~

0.0046

152

-0.012cma.c.

0.0046C%in

0.38

0%8

0.25

0:;1

0;:9

O*93

0.30

0!;6
Low-drag range .-----

1*34 1.26 1.26l--Smooth
ctm=

Rough

1.30 1.20

1.10 1.12 ------- -

3.601

0.42

3.569 0.569 0.619

0.46

0.56

0.60 0.60cti (approx. ) 0“57

t/c at 0.25c 0.108 0.1208) .119 0.117 0.117

.1--
1x/c

a.c. position
y/c

0.278 0.267

0.025

0.261

0“.021
—

0.250
——
------ --3.021 0.020

NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
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TABLE VI. - FLIGHT CONDITIONS ANIj
@ THE SAll~pLEHELICOl?TER

13

ASSUMED CIMRACTERISTICS
OF REFERENCE 2

-i

‘Rotor dim., JO ft; tip speed, ~00 fps;
gross wei-ght for ‘JJ/S of 2.5, 3140 lbs 1

Condition ~ Iw/s 0 !(3J e I A
1

f

7

8

9

10

11

~ ‘~.
5.42 ~~

!
~ 2“5 II

‘P
0.2 2*5

“3 2.5 $

.L_,.
“ 119 i

.2! 3.1
\\/

.2 2.5 0.10

.3 2.5 .07

.3 ~ 2.5 j .07

-8 plo.5

-El %.5

------ - 15

------ -

------ -

------ -

-0.0385

-.a695

-.0319

-.04.69

-.0350

-.0680

-.0435

a?vleasured at 0.75 R.
bRotar alone.

NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE FOR AEROITAUTICS
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~!@JiJ VI I,. cO]JFARIsON OF ROTOR-.BL!i.D13.FROFILE- DRAG LOSS FOR VARI OIJS

FLI(NT CON131TIOlJSOF ‘THESAMPLE HELICOPTER

—.-. .—— .——. -— .. —— --
!

I
I

Conditions

( see table VI)

L...__._.._._______

.- ———e—.. ——.. —.— .—. -— —. ——-— —--—-— --— —. -—

ilotor-blade pro file -dra$ loss, h?
I

- .--— .—..—————. — -—.--.... .-.—.-—— --------- —-.--1
NAM airfoi 1 sectim———_-—- ____ --_-. —-

7-H-12 I a-~-12
——.
Smooth
—.—

17.2
’25.9
4.2.6
-——

22.0
24.8
‘@.?

.—-— —

22.0
21L.8

—--–+-—————+———————

-— .._,_.—. —-—-..

-.————.—. ——. —-. ,-—
9-H-12 I 13-H-12

-_-.gl_+:..;m.ooth’RoughSmooth’Rough

17.3 30.1~13.)4i 31.9
17.2 1 ~8.2i 17. s !&l.5
57.9{132.2111+.3j-----

15.4 33.8[4.9 ~35.9
20.o139.3123.6, 41.7
37.9 \ 66.1 40.3 I ‘52.0

—_-—-_L_-_-i_i_-AL_______

——- 1?3012 Remarks
————- 4

I

——.-.-l-. I

20.1 I

1

Effect of
&.~ / loading
42.6 ~(hovering flight).. ..— 4
21.7

1

Ef?fect of
25.7 tip-speed
31eo I ratio

—— —— 1

23.5 ‘‘1 Effect of =!
25.7 > loading g
29.2 “i1(forward flight) >

Gi

.
NATIOIJALAIIVISORY

COXMITTIX FOR AERONAUTICS F
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TABLE VIII .- COKPARIEWN OF
OF. TH~.,,NACA..3.-H- 13.5. ,~~..

ROTOR-BLADE PROFILE-DRAG LOSS
8_&H-12 AIRFOIL SECTIONS IN

THE S1OOTH CONDITION FOR VARIOUS FLIGHT CONDITIONS
OF THE SAMPLE HELICOPTER

—...

.— -

1

2

3

z

5

6

————--- -—. — ..—

Rotor-blade
profile-drag I

10ss,—- —-—
NMA

3-H-13.5
(refere-
nce 1 )

Remarks
Conditions

(see ta-ble VI)
ap---.—.

. ..——.

w/s = 1.55

3*33

5.~2
.—____

.-—

14.4.

l&5

56.8

p.=o

0

0

16.0

14.5

204,6

14.2 ‘--

23.2

54.5

,Effect of loading
(hovering flight)

—— —.-

‘116,3

21.2

36.7

= 0

.2

.3

p

—. /

Effect of tip-
speed ratio

—-—— ______________——

15Q2

25.2

54*3

17

5

,U= 0.’2

.2

.2

17.5

21.2

28.6
— —-
21.2

25.2
——.——
36.7

27 .T
—— .
27.7

27.4

t

}

Effect of loading
(forward flight )

8i ~.:
—- _______

51 ~= 0.07

91 .10

I

IJ = 0.2

.2

25.2

26.1
LEf’feet of solidity

1

I Effect of blade

1’ twist

\.L = O*3

.3

54.5

42.4
—-.—-—

42.4

3599

10[ f=15
I i Effect of power

?
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(a) Section lift, drag, and pitching-mcment data

Figure 1.- Aerodynemio characteristics of the NACA 7-H-I.2airfoil secticn, 24-inch ohord;
LTT teats 330, 334.
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Fig. lb NACA RE!No. L5K02
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(b) Pressure distribution for design lift coefficient,

Cq = 0.42; R =2.6 x 106.
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Figure 1.- Concluded.
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Fig. 2b NACA RR No. L5K02
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(b) Pressure distribution for d sign lift coefficient,
CL 8= 0957; R = z.6 x 10 “

i
Figure 2.- Concluded.
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(a) Section lift, drag, and pitching-manent data

Figure >.- Aerodynamic characteristics of the NACA 9-H-L? airfoil section, 24.inch chord;
LTT test 336.
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1
Fig. 4b NACA RB No. L5K02
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(b) Pressu~eOd~:trlbution for dgsign Mft coefficient,

hi “ ; ‘=2”6 X10”

Figure 4..-
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Concluded.


